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INTRODUCTION

Extracting textual descriptions is a difficult task by itself. In part, because is
difficult to automatically evaluate if a caption is good automatically. Multiple
factors need to be taken into account; for instance: the fluency of the caption,
multiple actions happening in a single scene, and the human bias of what is
considered important.

Figure 1: In these two pictures, we can see an example of captions where a popular auto-
matic metric (CIDEr) fails to accurately evaluate the caption. In the first case, the system
caption does not contain as much detail as the human caption, and it includes a woman who
is nowhere in the scene. In the second case, the system caption seems like it does not de-
scribe the same scene; however, it contains some keywords in the human caption.

The contributions presented in this paper are as follows:

• A new video captioning metric trained in human judgments base on BERT
[2].

• An evaluation of the performance of the metric and how it compares with
other commonly used metrics in a challenging dataset, consisting of human
judgments of the captions produced by the system participating in various
years of the TRECVid video to text task [1]

• A study of the behaviour of metric under different scenarios and a test of the
limits of the metric to understand its behaviour.

EVALUATION OF VIDEO CAPTIONING VIA TRANSFER

LEARNING

The goal of the model is to maximize the correlation, ρ(Γθ,A), between pre-
dicted scores (Γθ ∈ RN ′×M ′×S) and the given human qualitative scores A:

argmax
θ

ρ(Γθ,A), (1)

where ρ is the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient.
BERTHA is based on BERT and fine-tune in a dataset consisting on human
judgments of video captions. A multilayer preceptor with a single output is
attached to the [CLS] symbol of BERT.

DATASET

We use datasets from the past TRECVid [1] benchmark video to text task
(VTT) from 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019 and 2020. Approximately 2,000 videos
are available each year from Vine and later also from Flickr and V3C2.
The human judgements are divided into two sets: single annotator (SA) and
multiple annotators (MA). The characteristics of these datasets are the follow-
ing:

• 56,088 human judgments in the SA.

• 7,705 annotations in the MA set.

• SA has a mean of 15 tokens per human reference caption, and nine tokens
of the system generate captions in terms of length.

• MA has a mean of 14 tokens per human reference and eight tokens per
system-generated captions.

Figure 2: Score distribution of video captioning caption-level metric scores with human
assessment SA(left) and MA(right) for TRECvid 2016 to 2020.

RESULTS

Two configuration use: BERTHA-SA and BERTHA-MA. Each model is
trained in all the years of one of the datasets, e.g. BERTHA-SA is trained
in the single annotator dataset. Each dataset is divided by each year to
represent better the typical set-up of the TRECVid challenge.

SA-VTT-19 SA-VTT-20 MA-VTT-19 MA-VTT-20

BERTHA-SA 0.929 0.963 0.859 0.888
BERTHA-MA 0.837 0.863 0.882 0.863
BLEU-4 0.581 0.944 0.753 0.967
CIDEr 0.810 0.977 0.892 0.967
METEOR 0.887 0.958 0.880 0.988
Rouge 0.588 0.919 0.811 0.914
SPICE 0.498 -0.110 -0.240 0.146

Table 1: Pearson correlation of video captioning system-level metric scores with human assess-
ment SA and MA for TRECVid 2019 and 2020 participating systems.

SA-VTT-19 SA-VTT-20 MA-VTT-19 MA-VTT-20

BERTHA-SA 0.075 0.069 0.147 0.164
BERTHA-MA 0.072 0.032 0.225 0.247
BLEU-4 0.030 0.010 0.049 0.112
SentBLEU 0.053 0.027 -0.051 0.077
CIDEr 0.035 0.107 0.155 0.208
METEOR 0.064 0.115 0.222 0.235
Rouge 0.046 0.093 0.158 0.209
SPICE 0.032 0.003 0.018 0.001

Table 2: Pearson correlation of video captioning caption-level metric scores with human assess-
ment SA and MA for TRECVid 2019 and 2020 participating systems.

In some cases, we need a single metric to define the performance. We
train a linear model to find the best combination of metrics to predict human
judgment to produce a new fusion metric. The best fit linear regression
coefficients are:

BERTHA BLEU-4 CIDEr METEOR ROUGE

0.0525 -0.1373 0.0315 0.2810 -0.0779
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